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[i] M ost global tem perature analyses are based on station air temperatures. This
study presents a global analysis o f the relationship betw een rem otely sensed annual
m axim um L S I
from the Aqua/M oderate Resolution Im aging Spectroradiom eter
(M ODIS) sensor and the corresponding site-based m axim um air tem perature (T ^ n ia x )
for every W orld M eteorological Organization station on Earth. The relationship is
analyzed for different land cover types. W e observed a strong positive correlation betw een
LSTm„^ and T ^m ax- A s tem perature increases, LSTm„^ increases faster than T ^niax and
captures additional inform ation on the concentration o f therm al energy at the E arth’s
surface, and biophysical controls on surface tem perature, such as surface roughness and
transpirational cooling. For hot conditions and in nonforested cover types, LST is more
closely coupled to the radiative and therm odynam ic characteristics o f the Earth than the air
tem perature (Tair)- Barren areas, shruhlands, grasslands, savannas, and croplands have
LSTm„^ values betw een 10°C and 20°C hotter than the corresponding T ^niax at higher
temperatures. Forest cover types are the exception w ith a near 1:1 relationship betw een
and T ^m ax across the tem perature range and 38°C as the approxim ate upper limit, o f
LSTm„^ w ith the exception o f subtropical deciduous forest types w here LSTm„^ occurs after
canopy senescence. The study shows a com plex interaction betw een land cover and
surface energy balances. This global, sem iautom ated annual analysis could provide a new,
unique, m onitoring m etric for integrating land cover change and energy balance changes.
Citation: Mildrexler, D. J., M. Zhao, and S. W. Running (2011), A global comparison between station air temperatures and
MODIS land surface temperatures reveals the cooling role of forests, J. Geophys. Res., 116, G03025, doi:10.1029/2010JG001486.
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Moderate Resolution Imaging Speefroradiometer (MODIS)
LST produet is the radiometrie (kinetie) temperature derived
from the thermal infrared (TIR) radiation emitted by the land
surfaee, and measured instantaneously [Wan and Li, 2011].
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Satellite-derived LST measures the eanopy temperature in
vegetated areas, a unique and useful eeologieal parameter
beeause eritieal temperature-dependent physiologieal pro
eesses and assoeiated energy fluxes oeeur in the vegetated
eanopy. The high-quality satellite-derived LST data sets,
sueh as from MODIS, are eurrently used for a variety of
applieations ineluding large-seale eeosystem disturbanee
deteetion {Mildrexler et a l, 2009; Coops et a l, 2009],
drought monitoring {Wan et a l, 2004b], land eover moni
toring [Julien and Sobrino, 2009], agrometeorology studies
{Anderson et a l, 2007], biodiversity studies {Albright et a l,
2011], and have been proposed as an integrative global
ehange mefrie {Mildrexler et a l, 2011]. In the remainder of
this artiele, we use Tair to refer to the offieial weather station
measurements taken 1.5 m above the land surfaee, and LST
to refer to satellite-based skin temperature.
[ 4 ] The Oetober 2008 International Workshop on the
Retrieval and Use o f Land Surface Temperature identified
top issues for the Land Surfaee Temperature eommunity
researeh agenda (http://rain.atmos.eolostate.edu/GRP/reports/
NCDC-LSTWorkshopReport_final.pdf). Among the issues
identified were to (1) demonstrate the usefulness of LST
versus Tatr for operational systems, (2) identify what addi
tional information is provided by LST eompared to Tatr, and
(3) evaluate the relationship between Tatr and LST for dif
ferent land surfaee types in terms of their diurnal eyele,
diurnal range, monthly and annual averages, ete. In an
analysis of the observed surfaee temperature data sets sinee
1950, Pielke et al. [2007, pp. 24-25] eonelude, “If tem
perature trends are to be retained in order to estimate largeseale elimate system heat ehanges (ineluding a global
average), the maximum temperature is a more appropriate
mefrie than using the mean daily average temperature.” This
study provides additional understanding of the relationship
between remotely sensed LST and site-based Tatr in eontext
of elimate ehange and land eover ehange based on a global
evaluation of the relationship between the annual maximum
LST {LSTraaf) aud the eorresponding maximum Tatr (7/miax)We eompare the LSTraa^ from the Aqua/MODIS sensor to
the eorresponding site-based Tomax for every World Meteorologieal Organization (WMO) station on Earth where
7/miax is available, and analyze the relationship for different
land eover types, and by WMO station loeation (e.g., latitude).
Finally we analyze the spatial assoeiation between forest
eover and LSTraa^- Remote sensing offers the eontinuous
spatial eoverage needed to systematieally eompare LSTraa^
and ground-based Tamax measurements from the global
network of WMO stations. We are aware of one previous
global study that has eompared satellite-based LST to
ground-based Tatr measurements and evaluated the rela
tionship by land eover type {Jin and Dickinson, 2010]. This
global study is unique in its foeus on the annual maximum
LST and eorresponding Tamax1.1. Satellite-Derived LST and Surface Emissivity
[5 ] TIR remote sensing provides the possibility to retrieve
surfaee temperatures and surfaee broadband emissivity in a
spatially distributed manner and is therefore useful for
estimating the temperature of heterogeneous surfaees sueh
as soils and vegetation eanopies {Jacob et a l, 2004; Norman
and Becker, 1995]. The theoretieal basis for remote sensing
of LST is that the total radianee emitted by the ground
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inereases rapidly with temperature {Qin et a l, 2001]. An
infrared radiometer measures the thermal radianee that is
eoming from a surfaee within its instantaneous field-ofview (IFOV) and in some finite wavelength band {Norman
and Becker, 1995]. Though atmospherie ozone absorbs most
of the radianee from the ground in the 9.4-9.9 pm. window,
there is minimal loss for the radianee to transfer in the 1013 pm range {Qin et a l, 2001]. The 10-13 pm range has
been seleeted as the thermal eharmels for NOAA-AVHRR,
Landsat thematie mapper, and the MODIS sensors aboard
the Terra and Aqua platforms.
[e] The definition of LST in satellite remote sensing
is based on Planek’s law. Planek’s law B f J ) gives the
dependenee of speefral radianee Z. at a eertain speefral band
with wavelength A emitted from a blaekbody (i.e., surfaee
emissivity e(A) = 1) on the body’s kinetie temperature:
i|= e (A )5 (A ,r)

(1)

where
is the radianee measured by the radiometer.
The brightness temperature 7* ean be found by inverting
the Planek frinetion for the blaekbody ’s temperature using the
observed speefral radianee (T* = B{}{L{}), where B^^ is the
inverse of Planek’s law. However, the emissivity of real
objeets is usually less than that of a perfeet blaekbody
emitter. Also, heterogeneous surfaees like a plant eanopy
have nonuniform distributions of temperature and therefore
are not simply related to a blaekbody distribution at the
same effeetive temperature {Norman and Becker, 1995].
Atmospherie gases, partieularly water vapor, and elouds and
aerosols also attenuate the surfaee radianee and add their
own radianee impaeting reeeived radianee at the remote
sensor level. Considering these effeets, the general radiative
transfer equation for remote sensing of L ST {Qin et a l,
2001] ean be stated as:
(2 )

where T^ is the LST, f is the brightness temperature in
ehannel i, Ti(ff) is the atmospherie fransmittanee in ehannel i
at viewing direetion 6 (zenith angle from nadir), and e, is the
ground emissivity. Bj(T{) is the above-atmosphere radianee
reeeived by the sensor, Bi(T{) is the ground radianee, and if
and ij are the downwelling and up welling atmospherie
radianees, respeetively {Qin et a l, 2001].
[ 7 ] While aeeurate estimation of surfaee emissivity and
radiometrie temperature from TIR remote sensing remains a
diffieult task due to atmospherie effeets on speefral radiation
transmission, variable emissivity, thermal eharaeteristies of
the ground, and different viewing angles of the sensor,
substantial improvements have been made to the retrieval
teehniques over the past two deeades {Price, 1984; Wan and
Li, 1997]. Several temperature/emissivity separation algo
rithms have been developed. The MODIS LST suite eomprises two algorithms; the generalized split window
algorithm {Wan and Dozier, 1996], whose formula is similar
to the split-window method used for AVHRR data {Becker
and Li, 1990], and the physies-based day/night algorithm
{Wan and Li, 1997]. The split-window LST method eorreets
the atmospherie effeets based on the differential absorption
in adjaeent infrared bands and is used in the MODIS LST to
retrieve LSTs of elear-sky pixels by applying elassifieation-
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based emissivities in the split-window bands [Snyder et a l,
1998]. The day/night algorithm retrieves surfaee speetral
emissivity and temperatures at 5 or 6 km grids from a pair of
daytime and nighttime MODIS data in seven TIR bands
[Wan and Li, 2011]. For more details on temperature/
emissivity separation algorithms see [_Wan and Dozier,
1989, 1996; Wan and Li, 1997; Jacob et a l, 2004].
1.2. The Influence of Vegetation on Surface
Temperature
[s] The vegetated fraetion of the Earth’s surfaee influenees elimate through physieal, ehemieal, and biologieal
proeesses [Bonan, 2008; Nemani et a l, 1996]. Beeause
plants are the primary site for the exehange of water, energy,
and momentum between the land and atmosphere, vegeta
tion has an important role in the elimate system [Hoffmann
and Jackson, 2000]. Plants leaves aetively exehange
absorbed solar radiation through evaporation and thereby
maintain daytime eanopy temperature elose to the air tem
perature [Gates, 1965; Nemani et a l, 1993; Waring, 2002].
An inerease in green biomass is often assoeiated with a
reduetion in siufaee resistanee to evapotranspiration, greater
transpiration, a larger latent heat flux, and deereasing
Bowen ratios [Goward et a l, 1985; Nemani and Running,
1989; Lamhin and Ehrlich, 1996; Mu et a l, 2007]. Other
qualities of vegetation, sueh as albedo and surfaee roughness
also have very important impaets on siufaee-atmosphere
energeties {Bala et a l, 2007; Betts, 2000; Marland et a l,
2003]. Alterations of the land siufaee eover type initiate a
series of interaetions and feedbaeks in the elimate-biosphere
system [Chapin et a l, 2008]. Efforts to mitigate elimate
ehange with alterations to forestry and land management
praetiees must faetor in these biophysieal ehanges and
interaetions [Jackson et a l, 2008; Anderson et a l, 2011].
[9 ] Eaeh land eover type has distinet interaetions with the
atmosphere that ean result in different loeal meteorologieal
eonditions. This reeiproeal influenee of vegetation on the
mieroelimate of the partieular area results from vegetation
properties sueh as aerodynamie roughness, leaf seasonality,
leaf area index, and partitioning of sensible and latent heat
fluxes at the vegetation or ground surfaee {Nemani et a l,
1993]. The influenee of vegetation on the expression of
LST has been observed in disturbed and undisturbed areas
aeross a range of spatial seales {Lamhin and Ehrlich, 1996;
Nemani et a l, 1996; Mildrexler et a l, 2006, 2009; Running,
2008].
[10] Until reeently, the impaets of ehanges in land use on
elimate have generally been regarded as “noise” eompared
to the impaets of inereases of greenhouse gases [Kalnay
et a l, 2006]. However, reeent studies suggest that the
impact of widespread land use ehanges eould be larger and
should not be ignored {Davey et al, 2006; Hale et al, 2006;
Pielke et a l, 2007; Montenegro et a l, 2009; Loarie et a l,
2011]. Quantification of the vegetation’s influenee on the
thermal maxima of the land surfaee is important for under
standing the role of different biomes in regulating the Earth’s
surfaee temperature, and the potential long-term impacts of
land eover conversion on the surface energy balanee.
[11] The degree to which different land eover types reg
ulate the maximum surfaee temperature and how this varies
between LST-^ tl and Tomax is not well understood. The
speeifie objectives of this study are to test the relationship
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between remotely sensed maximum LST and site-based
maximum T„ir and to examine the biophysieal influenee of
eaeh of the Earth’s major land eover types on the expression
of
and Tamax, to verify the hypotheses that LST^r^,^
will generally be higher than the eorresponding site-based
Tcmmx due to the greater eoneentration of thermal energy at
the Earth’s surfaee, and to investigate the effect of increased
vegetation density on the relationship between LST-^x
and Taranx- We are partieularly interested in the biophysieal
interaetions between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmo
sphere that cool regional weather extremes.
2.

Data and M ethods

2.1. Aqua/MODIS Instrument and LST Data
[12] Two MODIS instruments have been launched as part
of the Earth Observing System (EOS). The first MODIS
instrument on the Terra platform was launched on December 18,
1999 and the second MODIS instrument on the Aqua plat
form was launched on May 4, 2002. The strengths of the
MODIS instruments are global eoverage, high geoloeation
aeeuraey, high radiometrie resolution, and aeeurate calibra
tion in the visible, near-infrared and TIR bands [Wan et a l,
2004a]. The MODIS instruments have global eoverage
twice daily, resulting in nighttime and daytime data sets. The
major advantages of the additional Aqua/MODIS data for
the LST product include the inerease in quantity and the
improvement in quality of the emissivity and temperature
science data over the global land due to the inereasing number
of MODIS observations in elear-sky eonditions {Wan et a l,
2004a].
[13] The MYD11C2 Aqua/MODIS 8 day LST Climate
Model Grid (CMG) data used to create global maps of
annual maximum LST has a spatial resolution of 0.05°
(approximately 5.6 km at the equator) and is aggregated
from 1 km LST data. The primary source of the LST data in
the series of M Y D llC products is the physies-based day/
night algorithm developed to retrieve surfaee speetral
emissivity and temperature at 5 km resolution from a pair of
daytime and nighttime MODIS data in seven TIR bands
{Wan and Li, 1997]. The LST algorithm is capable of
adjusting to uneertainties in atmospherie temperature and
water vapor profiles for a better retrieval of the surfaee
emissivity and temperature without a complete simultaneous
retrieval of surfaee variables and atmospherie profiles {Wan
et a l, 2004a]. In most eases MODIS LST data are aeeurate
within \ K[ Wan et al, 2003, 2004a].
[14] LST from the Aqua/MODIS sensor was chosen for
this study beeause of Aqua’s afternoon overpass time of
approximately 13:30 loeal time. Compared to the Terra/
MODIS sensor’s overpass time of 10:30 loeal time. Aqua’s
afremoon overpass retrieves LSTs that are much closer to the
maximum daily temperature of the land surfaee. Measure
ments elose to the peak of diurnal fluetuation better reflect
the thermal response of rising leaf temperatures due to
decreased latent heat flux as stomata elose, and soil litter
surfaees dry, aeeentuating differences in LST among vege
tation covers {Mildrexler et a l, 2007]. As a result, it is more
suitable for some regional and global ehange studies {Wan
et a l, 2004a] and is partieularly well-suited for those
utilizing a maximum LST compositing approach. The MODIS
LST bands based on TIR data are only available under clear
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sky conditions because clouds inhibit satellite observations
in the visible and TIR spectral ranges. Because
occurs in clear sky eonditions, selection of annual maximum
LST ean simultaneously solve the cloud contamination issue,
an inherent problem for optical remote sensing, especially
over woody ecosystems \Zhao et a l, 2005].
2.2. MODIS Land Cover Data
[15] The M0D12Q1 Terra/MODIS collection 4 Land
Cover data set has a spatial resolution of 1 km. The primary
objective of the MODIS land cover product is to facilitate
the inference of biophysical information for use in regional
and global modeling studies and therefore must be dis
cernible with high acciuacy and directly related to physical
characteristics of the siufaee, especially vegetation [Friedl
et a l, 2002]. A classification scheme that groups the Earth’s
surface into 17 major classes was developed by the Inter
national Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) specifi
cally for this purpose and is used in the MODIS land cover
product [Loveland and Belward, 1997; Friedl et al., 2002].
The MODIS land cover provides a consistent grouping
method and the means to explore the land cover specific
relationship between
and Tamax within a biogeo
graphic context. The weakness of this approach is that the
MODIS land cover is an aggregate classification for the
entire pixel, whereas the localized land use pattems directly
around the weather station can have large impacts on the
local meteorological conditions [Davey et al., 2006; Hale
et al., 2006]. To overcome this we analyze the entire global
data set and assess the general trends in the L^Tj^ax and
Lomax relationship. The MODIS land cover data is also
useful for examining the spatial association between land
cover type and the Z.5Tmax across the land surface. To match
the spatial resolution of the Aqua/MODIS LST CMG data
set, the MODIS 1 km land cover data set was aggregated to
0.05° and the dominant land cover was chosen from the
6 x 6 km window.
2.3. World Meteorological Organization Data
[16] Global daily WMO weather station data from over
10,000 weather stations located around the world can be
obtained at the NOAA NCDC webpage at ftp://ftp.ncdc.
noaa.gov/pub/data/gsod/ish-history.txt. The daily maximum
air temperature is one of the daily variables available in this
data set. However, not all of the different stations include
each of the variables all of the time.
2.4. Data Processing
[17] We obtained the MYD11C2 MODIS LST (CMG)
data from 2002 to 2006, and 2009. Annual maximum value
compositing was applied to the LST data, selecting inde
pendently for each pixel the maximum 8 day LST over a
1 year period from all 8 day composites labeled as reliable
by the quality control (QC). A key advantage of annual
maximum composite LST data is that it removes the influ
ence of synoptic weather variability that influences satellite
based LST at daily, weekly and seasonal timeframes
[Lamhin and Ehrlich, 1996; Nemani and Running, 1997].
With this approach the upper limit of surface temperature
can be examined synchronously over the Earth’s surface.
[18] At each WMO site we extracted the station location
(i.e., latitude and longitude), the corresponding MODIS
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pixels L^Tjaax, and the corresponding r^max on the date of
the 8 day L^Tjaax from 2002 to 2006. To temporally match
the annual maximum 8 day composite MODIS LST data,
correspondingly, we averaged the daily maximum air tem
perature into 8 day periods. We also extracted the MODIS
land cover for every pixel so that the data set could be
stratified and the LST.^JTavaiix relationship analyzed by
land cover type. The 2009 L^rmax is used in the final
comparison with the MODIS land cover.
3.

Results and Discussion

[19] Figure 1 illustrates the global network of WMO
weather stations and the MODIS IGBP Land Cover classi
fication used in this analysis. The distribution of weather
stations is heavily biased toward the Northern Hemisphere,
especially the United States and Europe, resulting in some
land cover types having much greater representation than
others. Note the paucity of stations in the tropical forests,
savannas, shruhlands and barren areas.
[20 ] First, we examine the overall relationship between
L»SLjnax from the Aqua/MODIS sensor and the correspond
ing site-based Tara&x with all land covers combined. Second,
we analyze the land cover specific relationship between
LST^ i^,^ and r^max- Finally, we provide biogeographic
examples of large-scale regulation of the surface tempera
ture focusing on forests.
3.1. LSTjj^ax“Tajj^ax CoHipiirison
[21 ] The global comparison between the Aqua/MODIS
L»SLjnax and the corresponding WMO site-based r^max for
the same 8 day time period is shown in Figure 2 for 20032006. A dashed line is included in the scatterplots to illus
trate divergence from a 1:1 relationship.
[22 ] Z.5Tj[iax tends to be hotter than Lamax and the differ
ence increases with increasing temperature (Figures 2a-2d).
For all 4 years Tamax stays below 50°C whereas LST^r^,^
exceeds 60°C. The LST^^^^^^ can be 20°C hotter than the
corresponding Tamax at these upper temperatures. The dif
ference is potentially even greater considering that the
MODIS LST is an aggregation of the radiometric signal
from the entire 5 x 5 km^ pixel footprint. The large differ
ence between LST^^^,^ and Tam&x at these high temperatures
captures the important distinction between a radiative
measurement taken at the surface of the earth where thermal
energy is most concentrated and an air temperature mea
sured 1.5 m above the ground. As temperature decreases, the
progressive coupling of the LST^r^JTamax relationship can
be generally attributed to an increase in vegetation density.
This is mainly due to transpirational cooling lowering the
Bowen ratios, and to the greater aerodynamic roughness of
the vegetated areas enhancing cooling through turbulent
exchange. The land cover specific analysis that follows
allows for more in-depth investigation into the biophysical
influences on the LST^r^JTamax relationship.
[23 ] To examine the latitudinal variation in the LSTrazxl
Lomax relationship, the 4 years of data were combined into
one data set and then the differences between Z.5Lmax and
Lomax were calculated for each site. Next, the site specific
differences were plotted against the corresponding latitude
for each WMO station, with positive and negative values
indicating the Northem and Southem hemispheres, respec
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Figure 1. (left) Location of WMO weather stations where Tamn^ and the eorresponding MODIS pixels
and land eover type were extracted, (right) M0D12Q1 land eover data set with elassifieation
system defined as Evergreen Needleleaf Forest (ENF), Evergreen Broadleaf Forest (EBF), Deciduous
Needleleaf Forest (DNF), Deciduous Broadleaf Forest (DBF), Mixed Forests (MF), Closed Shruhlands
(CShrub), Open Shruhlands (OShrub), Woody Savannas (WSavan), Savannas (Savan), Grassland
(Grass), Croplands (Crop), and Barren. Note that here we combined CShrub and OShrub into Shrub,
and Woody Savannas and Savannas into Savan.
tively (Figure 3). We do not imply the use of latitude as a
surrogate for solar radiation. Latitude is useful for this
analysis beeause it provides a biogeographieal eontext for
contrasting the L S T -^JT a^^ relationship. The seatterplot
shows that aeross all latitudes the LST-^^ is usually hotter
than the 7)miax, but there are some very large differences.
While the inequitable distribution of WMO stations aeross
the global surfaee has a strong influenee on the distribution

of data points, especially the greater number of stations in
the Northem Flemisphere, there appears to be a general
bimodal distribution (Figure 3). At the equator, LXTmax and
7’amax tsud to bc morc coupled. Moving away from the
equator, an inereasing number of sites begin to have much
higher LST-^^ with the difference peaking at about 25°C
between ±25° to ±40° latitude. The relationship progres
sively couples again moving toward the poles, where the
b)
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Figure 2. Observed relation between station-based Tamax und satellite-derived LST-^^ for 2003-2006.
Eaeh point represents one WMO station and the eorresponding MODIS pixel, and the dashed line shows
the 1:1 relationship.
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Figure 3. LST^i^^ is generally higher than the eorresponding Taj
amplitude oeeurring at the midlatitudes.

aeross all latitudes with maximum

Northem Hemisphere weather stations are loeated in yearround eold environments. Sites where the Tamsx is hotter
than the
are indieated by the negative values and
mostly range between 0°C and 10°C higher than the eor
responding LSTjoi^j^

isties, and the gradient in Bowen ratios of various land eover
types. Our analysis of the biophysieal influenee of different
land eover types on the expression of LST^^^,^ and Tamax
follows the LST-VI relationship, beginning with barren
landseapes (high LST, low EVL) and ending with forests
(low LST, high EVL).
3.2. Land Cover Specific Comparison
3.2.1. Barren Areas
[24 ] When the Earth’s major land eover types are analyzed [25 ]
Barren lands are eharaeterized by exposed soil, sand,
within the surfaee temperature-vegetation index spaee, a roeks or snow and eover 24.1% of the global land area. Hot
trajeetory results where inereasing vegetation density is and eold deserts eontain large numbers of pixels elassified
eoupled with deereasing LST [Nemani and Running, 1989; as barren (see Figure 1), and this biogeographie distribution
Lambin and Ehrlich, 1996; Mildrexler et al., 2007]. The is refleeted by the grouping of data points at the extreme
negative relation between remotely sensed vegetation indi- high and low ends of the temperature speetram (Figure 4a).
ees (Vis) (e.g., Normalized Differenee Vegetation Index The seatterplot for barren areas indieates how mueh L^Tj^ax
(NDVT), Enhaneed Vegetation Index (EVl)) and LST, indi- differs from Tam&x in areas that are mostly devoid of vege
eates ehanging energy absorption and exehange eharaeter tation. The WMO stations in polar regions (60°N-80°N)
a) Barren

b) Barren

y = 0.6443x + 3.1876
= 0.8247

: . v;
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Figure 4. Observed LST^j^uJTamax relationship for barren areas (a) refleets biogeographie distribution in
extreme temperature environments and (b) illustrates how mueh more the Z.5Tja,ax inereases in response to
inereased ineoming solar radiation than the eorresponding Tamnx6 o f 15
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Figure 5. (a) Observed LST-^JTamscK relationship for shruhlands is similar to barren areas with a tem
perature distribution in both extreme hot and eold environments, (b) While LST-^^l and Tomax approximate
the 1:1 relationship in high-latitude year-round eold environments, in hot deserts LST-^^l is more elosely
eoupled to the radiative and thermodynamie eharaeteristies of the Earth’s surfaee than
have the lowest temperatures, and the LSTrauJTarazx rela
tionship approximates a 1:1 relationship (Figure 4b). In
these year-round eold environments, the exposed ground is
eovered in snow or iee, or stays moist through the short
summers. Snow and iee-eovered areas refleet the ineoming
solar radiation thereby maintaining low LST-^^l, and moist
soil eonditions greatly restriets the inerease in surfaee tem
perature as absorbed solar radiation is eonsumed in evapo
ration [Nemani and Running, 1989; Nemani et al., 1993;
Friedl and Davis, 1994]. As temperature goes up, and
more thermal energy is eoneentrated at the Earth’s surfaee,
inereases mueh more rapidly than Tamax, and at the
highest temperatures,
exeeeds 60°C, whereas Tamax
stays below 50°C (Figure 4a). Signifieantly higher
temperatures have been remotely sensed, but the Earth’s hot
deserts sueh as the Sahara, the Gobi, the Sonoran, and the
Lut, are elimatieally harsh and so remote that aeeess for
routine measurements and maintenanee of a weather station
in these areas is impraetieal [Mildrexler et al., 2011].
[26 ] These results are supported by physieal eonsiderations whieh indieate that the most extreme maximum tem
peratures will oeeur at bare-soil surfaees under full solar
illumination and low wind speed, where the soil is dry and
has a very low albedo and low thermal eonduetivity
[Garratt, 1992]. Field studies also eorroborate these results.
In an analysis of the temperature eonditions of air and soil
eondueted in the desert near Tueson, Arizona, a maximum
soil temperature of 71.5°C (160.7°F) was measured 0.4 em
below the soil surfaee at 1:00PM on June 21, 1915 [Sinclair,
1922]. The eorresponding air temperature measured 4 ft
above the ground was 42.5°C (108.5°F) [Sinclair, 1922].
Other studies that have observed extreme maximum surfaee
temperatures and air temperatures near the time of the
observed surfaee temperature have found differenees of
even greater magnitude [Pee/, 1974].
3.2.2. Shruhlands
[27 ] This MODIS land eover elass eovers 19.2% of the
global land area and ineludes open and elosed shrublands.
Open shrublands are eharaeterized by woody vegetation less
than 2 m tall and with shrub eanopy eover ranging between
10 and 60%. Closed shrublands are eharaeterized by lands
with woody vegetation less than 2 m tall and greater than

60% shrub eanopy eover. Closed shrublands oeeupy only a
tiny fraetion of the Earth’s surfaee eompared to open
shrublands and for this analysis elosed and open shrublands
are eombined together. The C5Pmax/Pamax relationship for
shrublands displays a pattem similar to barren areas where
the data points are elustered in extreme hot and eold
environments (Figure 5a). The shrublands land eover elass
ineludes the Northem Hemisphere WMO stations loeated
within the tundra biome where the C»SPmax/Pamax relation
ship is near 1:1 (Figure 5b). The tundra biome is eharae
terized by eold, desert-like eonditions, short growing
seasons, permafrost, and a plant eommunity eomposed of
grasses sueh as tussoeks and low-lying shmbs. With ade
quate water for evapotranspiration, this energy limited sys
tem always has low Bowen ratios and low surfaee
temperatures [Nemani and Running, 1997]. As temperature
inereases, LSTj,^i,x inereases mueh more rapidly than the
eorresponding Tamitx, until ut the highest temperatures,
LST^ h,^ is between 10°C and 25°C higher (Figure 5b). These
data points represent hot, arid shmbland eommunities
loeated within the ±15° to ±45° latitude range sueh as in the
interior of Australia, the Kalahari Desert in southem Afriea,
the Patagonian Desert in Argentina, and the Great Basin in
the interior westem United States.
[28 ] Fraetional vegetation eover has a key influenee on the
expression of maximum surfaee temperature in the shmb
land biome. Leaves, even if not transpiring, are eonsiderably
more effieient at shedding absorbed energy than are soil
surfaees, and have signifieantly eooler surfaee temperature
than bare soil [Choudhury, 1989]. Therefore, surfaee tem
perature tends to vary direetly with the proportion of soil
within the sensor IFOV [Friedl and Davis, 1994]. This
phenomenon has been well doeumented and is a key reason
why hot, dry, open shrablands have sueh high LST^^,^
eompared with Tam&x- In the eold shmbland environments,
fraetional vegetation eoverage does not result in high sur
faee temperatures beeause the exposed ground is eovered in
snow or iee, or stays moist through the short summers,
thereby greatly restrieting the inerease in surfaee temperature.
3.2.3. Grasslands
[29 ] Grasslands eover 8.6% of the global land area and are
dominated by herbaeeous types of eover and are eharaeter
ized by semiarid elimates with substantial preeipitation
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Figure 6. (a) Observed LST^r^JTamax relationship for grasslands and (b) their distribution in middle
latitudes. Extreme maximum temperatures oeeirr during the hottest and driest part of the year after grasses
have seneseed. Fraetional vegetation eover and soil baekground elements within the sensor’s IFOV eontribute to the high
values.
variability. These water-limited eeosystems, sueh as the 3.2.4. Croplands
grasslands of the eentral United States, display high inter
[31 ]
Croplands eover 11.9% of the global land area and
annual variability in annual net primary produetivity are defined as land eovered with temporary erops followed
(ANPP) in response to preeipitation variability [White et a l, by harvest and a bare soil period and ineludes both irrigated
2005; Knapp and Smith, 2001]. The LST-^iJTamioi seatter and nonirrigated eroplands. Just as rainfall enhanees vege
plot illustrates the relatively warm, mild temperature enve tation density and thereby lowers LST-^^l, irrigation ean
lope that grasslands oeeupy eompared with barren and artifieially enhanee vegetation density in the same way.
Mildrexler et al. [2006] showed that an intensively irrigated
shmbland eover types (Figure 6a).
of 33.0°C in 2003, and
[30 ]
Most of the WMO weather stations in grasslands are Fopulus tree farm had an
loeated in the Northem Hemisphere and in warm, middle 36.0°C in 2005, over 25°C eooler than the nearby semiarid,
latitudes (Figure 6b). Grasslands, with their shallow, fibrous natural, shmbland eover type. This agrees fairly well with
root systems, are not able to sustain transpiration through previous researeh that has shown that siufaee temperatures
the hot, dry periods when the most extreme annual maxi of well watered elosed eanopies do not rise above 32°C to
mum temperatures oeeirr. Under eonditions with low wind 34°C [Linacre, 1964; Gay, 1972; Priestley and Taylor,
speed, turbulent heat transfer in grasslands is minimal due to 1972]. The TST.^^TavamL relationship illustrates that
their relatively low and homogenous eanopy surfaee area. whereas r^max inereases very gradually from 30°C to 40°C,
Fraetional vegetation eoverage ineluding soil baekground
inereases mueh faster (Figure 7a). The progressive
relationship at higher tem
elements is also important in grasslands and the effeetive deeoupling of the
surfaee temperature is proportional to the amount of soil peratures is likely eapturing a shift toward more arid land
versus eanopy within the sensor IFOV [Friedl and Davis, seapes that are not irrigated, or where irrigation is limited to
1994]. Combined these faetors result in the potential for a the early growing season and erops are harvested before
large apportionment of ineoming solar radiation to sensible annual maximum temperatures oeeur. Onee the eeosystem
heat with high LST-^^l values between 50°C and 60°C.
a) Croplands
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b) Croplands
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Figure 7. (a) Observed
relationship for eroplands is well eoupled from 20°C to 35°C,
partly due to the artifieial reduetion of
due to irrigation. Above 35°C, L^Tjaax inereases mueh
more rapidly than Toanax indieating arid areas without irrigation or where irrigation is limited to the early
growing season, (b) The greater differenee between the L^Tjaax and Tam&K in the Southem Hemisphere
refieets farming in very arid areas.
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Figure 8. Observed LST-^JTamscK relationship for (a, b) savannas and (e, d) woody savannas. Stomata
are shut in savannas trees when extreme maximum temperatures oeeur, and the affeet of inereased surfaee
roughness on the LST^uJTamax relationship in woody savannas ean be observed. Woody savannas have a
boreal and subaretie woodland eomponent in the Northem Hemisphere where L^Tj^ax and TamicK are
tightly eoupled (Figure 8d).
dries down and harvest exposes bare ground, the LST^i^^
exeeeds 55°C and the r^max reaehes 45°C.
[32 ] Croplands extend aeross a very large latitudinal gra
dient in the Northem Hemisphere (Figure 7b). In the
Southem Hemisphere the WMO stations in eroplands are
loeated in a very narrow latitudinal band and the average
temperature differenee between the
and the Tam&K
tends to be larger than in the Northem Hemisphere. This
refleets less irrigation and farming in more arid areas in the
Southem Hemisphere as ean be seen by the proximity of
eroplands to arid, shmbland environments in Australia,
southem Afriea, and South Ameriea (Figure 1). In the Northem
Hemisphere, eroplands border forests and grasslands.
3.2.5. Savannas
[33 ] Savannas and woody savannas eover 13.7% of the
global land area and are defined as lands with forest eanopy
eover ranging between 10-30% and 30-60%, respeetively,
and with herbaeeous and other understory systems. This
MODIS land eover elass is defined by tree eover and
therefore ineludes boreal and subaretie woodlands in addi
tion to the subfiopieal belt savannas of Brazil, Afriea, and
Australia. The presenee of trees ineorporates a greater
stmetural eomplexity into the savanna environment. Woody
savannas and savannas are analyzed separately beeause
ehanges in woody vegetation eover has been shown to have
a marked differenee on the partitioning of available energy
into sensible and latent heat exehanged in the savanna
environment [Hoffmann and Jackson, 2000; Baldocchi et al.,
2004].

[34 ] The seatterplots illustrate that the
rela
tionship for savannas (Figure 8a) is shifted toward a higher
temperature distribution eompared to woody savannas
(Figure 8e). The average Tama^ is 31.1°C for savannas and
29.3°C for woody savannas. While the r^j^ax upper limit is
very similar for savannas and woody savannas, the L^Tjaax
upper limit is higher for savannas. This results in a larger
differenee between L^Tjaax and Tamax in savannas than in
woody savannas in warm subtropieal latitudes (Figures 8b
and 8d). Tree eover ean be as low as 10% in savannas
and during the hot, dry eonditions when annual maximum
temperatures oeeiu, the understory vegetation will have
dried down, further exposing soil baekground elements.
These faetors eonfiibute to the higher L^Tj^ax for savannas
eompared with woody savannas. Also, the more forested
woody savannas have a higher siufaee roughness that
inereases the eonduetion of sensible and latent heat from the
surfaee to the atmosphere, lowering surfaee temperature
[Hoffmann and Jackson, 2000]. During the hot dry summer,
stomata shut in the savannas trees, and sensible heat fluxes
greatly inerease [Baldocchi et a l, 2004].
[35 ] At the lowest temperatures the LST^i^JTamax rela
tionship for woody savannas is near 1:1 (Figure 8e). These
are the WMO stations at high latitudes within the boreal and
subaretie woodlands where water is not limiting, and low
Bowen ratios and low surfaee temperature are maintained
through the short growing season (Figure 8d).
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Figure 9. Observed LST^uJTamax relationship for forests (ENF in dark blue, MF in light blue, EBF in
green, DNF in red, and DBF in purple) illustrates that (a)
and Tamax generally range between the
same values, (b) aeross a very broad latitudinal range. Even during annual maximum temperatures, forests
maintain eanopy temperatures elose to air temperature mainly through transpirational eooling and seeondarily through high surfaee roughness that enhanees turbulent exehange.
3.2.6. Forests
[36] Forests eover 21.9% of the global land area and
inelude all sites elassified as evergreen broadleaf forest
(EBF), deeiduous broadleaf forest (DBF), evergreen needle
leaf forest (ENF), deeiduous needleleaf forest (DNF), and
mixed forest (MF). All of the forested eover types are
eharaeterized by at least 60% tree eanopy eover, and are
distinguished by eolor in the seatterplot. Aeross the tem
perature range the LST-^JTamzx relationship for forests
approximates the 1:1 line mueh more elosely than the other
eover types (Figure 9a). For forests both the
and the
Tam&x tend to range between the same values, approximately
15°C to 40°C. This illustrates the unique atmospherie eoupling of forests where eanopy temperatures are maintained
eloser to that of the surrounding air temperature. This is
primarily attributed to the faet that even diuing the eondi
tions when maximum temperatures oeeur, forests are able to
aeeess water with their deep root systems and eontinue
transpiration. A greater proportion of ineoming solar radia
tion is partitioned to latent heat flux as a result of rapidly
transpiring vegetation, thereby eooling the eanopy siufaee
temperature. Additionally, forests have deep, eomplex ean
opies that promote eooling through turbulent exehange.
[37 ] Forests eover a broad latitudinal range making their
relatively narrow range of maximum temperatures all the
more remarkable (Figure 9b). The atmospherie eoupling of
forest eeosystems is illustrated by the grouping of the sites
around the x axis indieating a small differenee between
and r^max- Forests have more sites where the Tamax
is warmer than the eorresponding LST-^x eompared to the
other eover types. Priestley [1966] examined the average
daily maximum temperature for eaeh month reported by
island observing stations and by land stations and eoneluded
that air temperatures over a well watered surfaee do not rise
above 32°C to 34°C. The Tam&x from the WMO sites in all
forest types levels off about 35°C (Figure 9a). Priestley [1966]
speeifieally foeused on the average daily maximum tem
perature following periods of heavy rain, whereas the
and henee the eorresponding Tam&x, oeeurs under
drier eonditions.

3.3. Forests and Maximum LST Spatial Association
[38] Having analyzed the biophysieal influenee of speeifie
land eover types on the LST^uJTamax relationship, we now
examine the assoeiation between the spatially eontinuous
satellite-derived MODIS LST-^x and land eover data sets.
We foeus on forests beeause they sustain the hydrologie
eyele through evapotranspiration whieh eontributes to a
eooling of elimate through feedbaeks with elouds and pre
eipitation [Bonan, 2008]. Based on the forests seatterplot we
assign 38°C as the approximate upper limit of LST-^x for
forests (Figure 9a) and expeet a elose spatial eorrespondenee
between the loeation of forests and LST-^x that does not
exeeed the upper limit. Savannas are examined beeause of
their higher surfaee roughness that lowers surfaee tempera
ture. An example of the influenee of irrigation on LST-^x in
an arid landseape is also provided.
[39 ] The 2009 LST-^x for Central Afriea has a large
eontiguous area that does not exeeed 38°C (Figure 10a; in
blue). This area eorresponds to the loeation of the Congo
rain forest (Figure 10b; in green). Smaller patehes of forest
eover ean be seen in the surrounding areas that show strong
spatial assoeiation with LST-^x values that do not exeeed
38°C. This illustrates the important role of large eontiguous
bloeks, and small isolated patehes of forest at regulating
LST-^x- Most of the nonforest areas that have LST-^x
below 38°C eorrespond to the loeation of woody savannas
(Figure 10b; in brown). Woody savannas tend to oeeupy the
border of forests, and then transition into savannas, with
their mueh lower forested eover. Savannas are assoeiated
with LST-^x in the 40°C to 55°C range. This demonstrates
the importanee of forests and savannas in moderating sur
faee temperatures aeross the Afriean eontinent, and the
different magnitude of the influenee on the LST-^x from
tropieal forests that sustain transpiration through the dry
season, and savannas that do not sustain transpiration, but
have high surfaee roughness.
[40 ] The entire tropieal forest belt extending aeross
the Amazon (Figures 11a and 11b), Southeast Asia, and
Indonesia, shows a very elose assoeiation between the
loeation of forests and LSTrazx that does not exeeed 38°C.
The eooling role of tropieal forests is pronouneed as the
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Figure 10. The (a) 2009 LST-^^l for Africa and (b) spatial correspondence between forests and tempera
tures that do not exeeed 38°C. This demonsbates the different magnitude of the influenee on LST-^^l from
bopieal forests that sustain transpbation through the dry season, and savannas that do not, but have high
surfaee roughness.
hydrologie eyele is tightly eoupled with forests [Nemani
et a l, 1996; Bonan, 2008]. Observations bom flux towers
in the Brazilian Amazon support this and show that forest
banspiration is sustained during the dry season \Hutyra
et a l, 2007; Bonan, 2008]. Some areas in the Amazon
where forest eover loss due to deforestation is confirmed,
sueh as within the state of Mato Grosso [Morton et a l, 2006;
Hansen et a l, 2008], show an inerease in LST-^^l relative to
surrounding forested areas (Figure 11b). Studies that
examine the potential of forests for elimate mitigation,
whieh requbes a holistic evaluation of biophysieal faetors.

suggest that bopieal forests provide the greatest elimate
value, beeause carbon storage and biophysics align to cool
the Earth [Jackson et a l, 2008].
[41 ] The DBF areas south of the Amazon have high
values eompared to the nearby EBF areas
(Figiues 1la and 1 lb). The subbopieal DBF biome has long
dry seasons during whieh bees shed theb leaves. The
oeeurs after eanopy seneseenee negating transpbational eooling. The
relationship for DBF
forests presented in Figiue 9 shows some very high tem
peratures, but too few sites to draw eonelusions. This

deforestation

LST ("C)
0 -3 8
□ 3 8 -40
□ 4 0 -4 2 .5
>42.5

□

EBF
DBF

Figure 11. (a) The 2009 LST-^^l across the Amazon Basin and (b) the spatial eorrespondenee between
forests and temperatures that do not exeeed 38°C. Note the LST-^^l scale is changed to draw out the affeet
of deforestation on LST-^tl- Tropieal DBF forests have LST-^^l values above 45°C beeause maximum tem
peratures oeeiu after trees have shed theb leaves.
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Figure 12. (a) The 2009 LST-^^l across the westem United States displays eomplex pattems reflecting the
seasonally arid and topographically eomplex region, (b) Forest eover shows elose assoeiation with areas
that do not exeeed 38°C, and LST-^^l is artifieially lowered over large areas due to cropland irrigation.
illustrates the value of the eontinuous spatial eoverage of the
satellite-derived LST^i^^.
[42 ] The westem United States is eharaeterized by a very
strong hydrologie gradient that spans coastal temperate rain
forests, and interior semiarid forests, and a pronouneed
summer dry period. Aeross the entire area there is strong
spatial assoeiation between forest eover and eomplex pat
tems of LST-^ tl that do not exeeed 38°C (Figures 12a and
12b). In the interior West, mountains receive more preeip
itation than low-lying areas and are therefore wet enough to
support forests. During the water-limited eonditions when
oeeurs, forests ean aeeess groundwater and sustain
transpiration whereas other vegetation types cannot. This is
a clear indication of the hydrologie eyele and the eontinuous
interaction between a elimate that is wet enough to support
forests, and the transpiration from forests eooling LST-^ tl[43 ] Closer examination does reveal that some of the
driest ENF areas of the interior West do have LST-^^l values
in the 40°C to 45°C range. These areas are also represented
by a few ENF points above 40°C in Figure 9. Given that the
data are analyzed at a 0.05° spatial resolution, the LST-^^l
values in the forest-grassland eeotone eould be signifieantly
influeneed by the large proportion of dry grasslands and
bare soil within the sensor IFOV.
[44 ] Many cropland areas in the interior westem United
States are heavily irrigated in the summer due to the
extremely arid eonditions. The natural shmbland and grass
land eover types are eharaeterized by high LST^i^^, mostly
between 50°C and 60°C. Irrigated eroplands are easy to
distinguish beeause they have
values that are
between 10°C and 15°C eooler than surrounding nonforested
areas (Figures 12a and 12b). Croplands in Califomia’s
Central Valley, the Snake River Plain, and the Columbia
River Plateau, show elose eorrespondenee with areas where
LST-^ tl ranges from <38°C to 45°C.
[45 ] The LST-^ tl during 2009 for the entire eastem United
States is generally maintained below 38°C regardless of land
eover type (image not presented). The driving faetor for this
pattem is the relatively wet and humid summer eonditions
that eharaeterize the temperate deeiduous forest biome.

making water mueh less limiting when LSTrazx oeeurs
eompared to the westem United States.
[46 ] In Eiuope a similar pattem exists between the semi
arid forest eeosystems of the South and the temperate
deeiduous forests of the West and East (Figure 13). The
Mediterranean elimate of southem Eiuope is eharaeterized
by a pronouneed summer dry period during whieh LST-^^l
oeeurs. In southem Europe the loeation of forest eover
shows a strong spatial assoeiation with areas where LST-^^l
does not exeeed 38°C (Figures 13a and 13b). The sur
rounding nonforest areas generally have mueh higher
LST-^tl- West and East Europe are eharaeterized by more
moist, humid summer eonditions, and both forest and non
forest areas are dominated by LST-^^l values that do not
exeeed 38°C (Figure 13b).
4.

Sum m ary and Conclusions

[47 ] We eompared the
from the Aqua/MODIS
sensor to the eorresponding site-based Tam&K for every
WMO station on Earth where TamsoL is available. We first
examined the relationship irrespective of land eover type,
and as expected, a consistent positive correlation was
observed between
and r^max- Our results show that
as temperature inereases and more thermal energy is eoneenfrated at the Earth’s surfaee,
and Tamax become
increasingly decoupled. At the highest temperatures,
ean be as mueh as 20°C higher than the eorresponding
Tctmux- Tair Can significantly underestimate the actual radia
tive surfaee temperature, especially at high temperatures and
in nonforested areas. Beeause LST is more tightly eoupled to
the radiative and thermodynamie eharaeteristies of the
Earth’s surfaee, it may be an improvement to substitute LST
for Tair in calculations of the global average surfaee tem
perature in the radiative-eonveetive equilibrium concept
equation [Pielke et a l, 2007].
[48 ] We found the strength of the LSTrauJTamax relation
ship to be land-eover-dependent. At low temperatures,
LSTraax uud Tamax ^rc wcll couplcd for all land eover types.
Forests are the only eover type that maintains a strongly
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Figure 13. (a) The 2009 LST-^^l across Europe illustrates that in the arid Mediterranean elimate of
southem Europe, forests are elosely eoupled with areas where
does not exeeed 3 8°C. (b) In westem
and eastem Europe, moist, humid summers prevail, and the entire land area is generally maintained at or
below 38°C.
eoupled LST^uJTamax relationship at highest temperatures
and are distinet from the other land eover types beeause both
LST-^ tl and TamsoL tend to range between the same values.
The transpiration of forest eeosystems through the growing
season dissipates more energy and lowers the Bowen ratio,
and is the key driver for the stronger eoupling of LST-^^l and
Tirniax- Forests eover over 21% of the Earth’s surfaee and
span a very large latitudinal gradient. The global regulation
of surfaee temperature highlights the important role of
forests in loeal, regional and global elimate.
[ 49 ] Humans eontinue to dramatically influenee global
land eover through habitation, forest clearing, agrieulture,
and increasingly through anthropogenie driven elimate
ehange. This study reinforces the need to inelude land use
and land eover ehange in holistic elimate ehange studies and
the important role that forests have in the global energy
balanee. Regarding policies proposed to influenee forestry and
land management praetiees for elimate ehange-mitigation,
the greatest uneertainties are in the biophysieal influences
that temperate forests have on elimate [Jackson et al., 2008].
This study shows that temperate forests eharaeterized by a
seasonal summer drought eyele, sueh as in westem North
Ameriea, have a similar eooling effect on
and r^max
as tropieal forests. A ehange to any other land eover type
will result in a higher L^Tj^ax! with commensurate impaets
on the surfaee energy balanee and hydrologie eyele of the
affected area. Temperate forests with moist, humid summers
do not have the same eooling effect on the expression of
^•STjaax and r^max relative to the surrounding nonforested
eover types beeause water is not limiting in the eeosystem
during the time of thermal maxima.
[ 50 ] LST provides additional information on energy par
titioning at the land surfaee-atmosphere boundary, and is
more sensitive to ehanges in vegetation density eompared to
Tair- With eontinuous spatial eoverage the satellite-derived
LSTojim data set may have value in studying the energy
balanee heterogeneity of the global land surfaee. The
Z.5Tj[iax is a partieularly robust metric of the eanopy tem
perature beeause during high Sun around noon when max
imum temperatures oeeur, more short-wave radiation
penetrates deep into the eanopy of vegetation [Huband and
Monteith, 1986]. The multidimensional thermal view of the

environment that aeeurate, satellite-derived LST provides is
eritieal to the actual experience of many organisms.
[ 51 ]
The unique information provided by LST eompared
to Tair also enhanees the benefits of combining these two
variables together. Our findings suggest that the LST^^^J
Tamax relationship presents new ways to track elimate
ehange, especially as these ehanges impact one elimatologieal variable more than the other. For example, should
summers become warmer in the eryosphere, as predicted by
elimate ehange, more snow free areas and drier soil eondi
tions would result in the LST^^^,^ rising faster than the TamaxThese long-term trends in the LST^^JTara&x relationship
would need to be tracked for deeades. It may be important to
further eompare these data sets with other satellite based and
ground based data sets sueh as the MODIS Albedo product,
and with data from Fluxnet sites.
[ 52 ] A cknow ledgm ents. This effort w as sponsored by the M ODIS
Project (N N X 08A G 87A ). W e thank the review ers and L ucas Jones for
valuable comments.
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